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happened which caused him to regret the Government's
decision to produce, the Memorandum and to send him
on his explanatory tour. The lesson he had learnt from
the three capitals was that there was no alternative to the
Memorandum, they offered no substitute that would bring
Disarmament in its train. This reply gave satisfaction to
nobody save Winston Churchill, who felt that its terms had
made it abundantly clear that Disarmament should now be
abandoned for the chimera it was.
When the French reply came it was evident that Eden's
effort to bridge the gulf had failed. Its tone was stifF and
formal, the exaggerated claims of Germany to rearm did not
in their view constitute a very good argument for other
Powers to disarm. In the opinion of the Quai d'Orsay the
British Memorandum was proceeding on the wrong lines, it
asked for a reversion to the principles of the Disarmament
Conference ' whatever those might be'. But the British
Government would not give up all hope, it clung desperately
to a French reference to guarantees of execution. What did
the French Government mean precisely by guarantees of
execution?—and the weary business of Notes began again.
A speech by the intransigent M. Barthou was eagerly noted
in Whitehall. He had not apparently slammed the door on
all German claims.
On   April   6   the   French   Government   replied   very
briefly.     It  could   not   define   guarantees  until  it knew
more  about the  British proposals.    Barthou was  waiting
for the Germans to show the mailed fist, which they duly
did three days later. Simon's reply to a question in the House
quoted a statement from the official Reichsgesetzblatt of
March  26  which   showed   considerable  increases  in  the
expenditure on all three arms of German defence for the
year 1934. The German Ambassador had the excuses ready,
the reasons for the increased expenditure were primarily
technical.   The conversion of the Reichswehr into a short-
term army was an expensive job, as was the cost of ' renovat-
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